Arrival and Selection

People selected to go to Krema II

Kanada Truck

Second sort – men & women already separated

SS conducting selection

Elderly pulled aside

Section BI
Women’s camp

Krematorium II

Krematorium III

Section BII
Men’s Camp
Second phase of sorting process. Women and men have already been separated. Now they are being sorted for "work" or immediate death.

Unloaded on this side of the train, going left meant "work" and going right meant immediate death in the gas chambers.

To the Right
To the Left

On this side of the train, "left" from the Jewish perspective meant temporary assignment to work. Notice the young, healthy woman.

Unloaded on this side of the train, "right" from the Jewish perspective meant being sent immediately to the gas chambers. Notice the woman and young child.

Same group of elderly pulled aside
Another section of the same transport on a different siding – unloaded on opposite side of the train.

Unloaded on this side, going left meant immediate death and going right meant “work.”

Unloaded on this side of the train, “right” from the Jewish perspective meant temporary assignment to work. Notice the young, healthy women.

Unloaded on this side of the train, “left” from the Jewish perspective meant immediate gassing – notice women with babies went to the gas chambers automatically.

To the Right
To the Left

Kanada Kommando Jews who met the trains

Main Gate

Elderly pulled aside
Outside of Krema II or III – You can tell by the single chimney and lack of trees in the area.

Outside of Krema V – You can tell by the stand of Birchwood trees – note location on map.

To Gas Chambers
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Same or similar truck from ramp

Note location of Kanada warehouses on the map.

Kanada
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